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Tapping into America’s machine shops  
 
Machine shops right across the north eastern states of America are getting the job done thanks to 
support from cutting tool manufacturer Dormer Pramet.  
 
An end user in Cincinnati, Ohio, machining small spindles of 303 stainless steel was achieving tool life of 
around 400 holes per tap. The Dormer spiral flute Blue Shark was tested as an alternative option. 
Although the recommended speed for this tap is 400 RPM, the end user ran their existing program (100 
RPM) and achieved 1,500 holes. They quickly switched to Shark taps and are now looking to increase 
speed rate further to save time and improve tool life on other applications. 
 
In Indianapolis, Indiana, a machine shop bought a new CNC but were not happy with the performance or 
price of the tooling provided with it. The Dormer Yellow Shark tap was tested due to the soft steel 
material being machined, with the DIN version providing a suitable fixing option. Overall it achieved 50 
percent more holes without changing running parameters and was less expensive than the previous 
tooling, making it a win-win. They are now a regular purchaser of the Dormer range of Shark Line taps.    
 
Over in Michigan, a company was tapping holes in a variety of stainless steels for items in the food 
industry. They were having significant trouble with their taps, with many breaking, leading to the 
machined parts being scrapped. Dormer’s Blue Shark tap was brought in and now the customer is seeing 
none of its tooling break. It means they are saving thousands of dollars by not scrapping taps or 
machined parts on a regular basis. All their taps are now from the Shark Line range and are adding the 
Dormer Force drills, also specifically designed for stainless steels, to their shop.    
 
Finally, back in Ohio, a job shop specializing in precision machining was looking for a new tap to take 
over all its threading applications. They were looking for a ‘do all’ tap to provide versatility across steels 
and stainless steel. Not getting enough tool life out of their current taps, the end user decided to put the 
Dormer Blue Shark through testing. The tap proved itself in all the applications and the shop has 
converted all threading tools to Dormer Pramet. 
 
Each Shark Line tap features a color ring on the tool shank denoting material suitability, promoting quick 
and easy tool selection. Yellow Shark is for threading low alloy steels, Red Shark for thread production in 
alloy steels, a stainless steel thread is achieved with Blue Shark, the White Shark is specifically for cast 
iron and other short chipping materials, while the Green Shark is for non-ferrous materials.  
 
For further information on how Dormer Pramet can support your threading applications, visit 
www.dormerpramet.com or contact your local sales office.  
 
ENDS 
 
Pictured: (Shark_blue_yellow) Dormer Pramet’s range of Blue and Yellow Shark taps.  

Pictured: (Shark blue) Dormer Pramet’s Blue Shark is available with a spiral flute design, helping to 

transport swarf out of the hole, making them suitable for threading blind holes. 
 

http://www.dormerpramet.com/


                                                                            

 
 
 
 
Notes to editors: 
Dormer Pramet is a global manufacturer and supplier of tools for the metal cutting industry. Its 
comprehensive product program encompasses both rotary and indexable drilling, milling, threading and 
turning tools for use in a wide variety of production environments. An extensive sales and technical 
support service operates from 21 offices, serving more than 100 markets worldwide. These are assisted by 
dedicated production facilities in Europe and South America and a highly developed distribution and 
logistics network.  
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